Weihai, China according to the international standard
ISO/6185 with quality components from all over the world.
All joints are bonded with a quality
adhesive, keeping the material supple.
An advantage for foldable inflatable
boats. Due to the high UV radiation in
New Zealand and Australia, Takacats'
0.9mm thick quality PVC hoses from
South Korea are equipped with a very
strong UV protector => anti-UV grade
tested to 4-5 of 5 - ISO 4892-3:2006.

advantage when using the boat as a roped fixed dinghy in
rough, wet weather. Under such conditions a closed transom
boat would fill with water which increases the weight and
creates a drag.

By Tord Karlsen with
barba.no / arcticwhale.no

An innovative range of quality catamaran boats designed and
developed in New Zealand by Greg Sowden. Whether you like
fishing, exploration or simply quality dinghy for your yacht or
camper. Foldable sport dinghies or Takacat light inflatable
boats offer a robust and stable option and guarantee your
well-being on any water. The main characteristics of Takacat
boats are stability, versatility and lightness. Inflatable dinghies
can be wrapped in a carry bag
thanks to Takacat's innovative
system for complete disassembly
of the inner tube transom ® for
easy transport and storage.
Greg's cutting-edge design stems
from a life spent in and around
inflatable
boats.
Whenever
possible, he prefers to be on the water enjoying a wide range
of activities, including fishing, diving and family exploration.
This experience led him to produce a modern and innovative
range of inflatable, high-performance, versatile, portable,
inflatable catamarans at an attractive price and suitable for use
in various conditions. The
development of the Takacat
inflatable boats, including design
changes and prototype testing, is
carried out personally by
company founder Greg Sowden
in Auckland, New Zealand. After
successful prototype testing,
each boat is CE-tested at an accredited European institute and
receives a CE-certificate after successful testing. All Takacats
have CE design category C. Production then takes place in

Takacat inflatable catamaran boats are not only a good choice
for recreational use. They are of high quality and robust
construction and therefore popular with professional
organizations, teams, rescue teams and explorers, see
https://barba.no/impact/science/

Removable High-Pressure Floor
It's hard to ignore the portability and comfort aspect of our
fully removable inflatable floor system. Extremely rigid when
inflated (10 psi), "standing on board is no problem", and both
easy and quick to deflate and store for transport or storage.
This is a big advantage over inflatable boats, which have a
built-in floor or RIB, which can both hold water.
„Wave Piercer“ high speed Tube
The unique "Wave Piercer" high-speed tube transforms the
Takacat into a trimaran, speeds up the planing phase and
eliminates ventilation on the propeller.

Portable
The new revolutionary Takacat Tube Transom ® makes it
possible to deflate tubes more easily and more compactly
than other inflatable boats. Without a fixed transom, there is
also a significant advantage in size and weight that is
advantageous when handling, transporting and / or storing
your portable boat.
Open Transom
A quick drain is a big advantage and you will not find anything
better to evacuate the water. The ability to not hold water
eliminates the possibility of being submerged by a wave and
capsized as a result of flooding your boat. This is also a great

Heavy-Duty Transom
From 2022, all 340, 380, 420 and 460 models will be equipped
with the new heavy-duty transom. In contrast to the standard
transom with round cross bars, the Heavy-Duty transom
consists of thicker square cross bars, especially suitable for
engines with 15/20hp.
Contact:
TAKACAT GmbH
Leibnizstrasse 3
53498 Bad Breisig (Germany)
E-Mail: info@takacat.de
WEB: www.takacat.eu
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Takacat-LX

Takacat-L
The TAKACAT-L models, specially
designed as tender/dinghis, have an
open bow and a closed transom.
For outboards with short shaft.
240L - 240/140/42, D, 20Kg, 2 Per., 5 HP
280L - 280/140/42cm, CE C, 24Kg, 3 Per., 8 HP
Packing: One bag - 110 x 60 x 40cm (L/W/H)

Takacat-GO

Tender/Dinghi with closed bow and
closed transom - for outboards
with short shaft.
240G - 240/140/42, D, 20Kg, 2 Per., 6 HP
280G - 280/140/42, CE C, 24Kg, 3 Per., 8 HP
Packing: One bag - 110 x 60 x 40cm (L/W/H)

Takacat-Sport
The S models have a closed bow
and an open transom with forced
drainage. Wave in - water out
Always a waterless safety boat
For outboards with short shaft
300S - 300/166/48, CE C, 33Kg, 4 Per., 10 HP
340S - 340/166/48, CE C, 37Kg, 5 Per., 15 HP
380S - 380/166/48, CE C, 45Kg, 6 Per., 20 HP
Packing all S models:
Boat bag: 90 x 60 x 40cm (L/W/H)
Accessory bag: 100 x 40 x 30cm (L/W/H)

The LX models have an open
bow for easy go out an in and
an open transom with forced
drainage. Wave in - water out
Always a waterless safety boat
For outboards with short shaft.

Accessories
Wheels & Rod Holders
Slip-Wheels and Rod Holders
for all LX, LS and Sport modells.

260LX - 260/156/48cm, CE C, 26Kg, 3 Per., 8 HP
300LX - 300/156/48cm, CE C, 31Kg, 4 Per., 10 HP
340LX - 340/166/48cm, CE C, 35Kg, 5 Per., 15 HP
380LX - 380/166/48cm, CE C, 44Kg, 6 Per., 20 HP
420LX - 420/180/55cm, CE C, 50Kg, 7 Per., 20 HP
460LX - 460/180/55cm, CE C, 56Kg, 8 Per., 20HP
Packing all LX models:
Boat bag: 90 x 60 x 40cm (L/W/H)
Accessory bag: 100-130 x 40 x 30cm (L/W/H)

Takacat-LS (Canoe)
Canoe style catamaran with
open bow and open transom.
Perfect useful for 2 persons.
Always a waterless safety boat
For outboards with short shaft.
340LS - 340/126/42, CE C, 29Kg, 3 Per., 10 HP
Packing LS model:
Boat bag: 80 x 60 x 40cm (L/W/H)
Accessory bag: 80 x 35 x 25cm (L/W/H)

Takacat Takayak300/395
The Takayak300/395 is a kayak
in catamaran design. It has a
continuous 42cm wide highpressure floor (10PSI) with a
maximum length of 370cm.

Boat Covers
Boats Covers for all modell sizes
from 240cm to 460cm length.

Flat Seat
The flat seat can be ordered as an
extra and automatically fixes itself
in any position on the highpressure floor with the help of its
ribbed centre strip
„Wave Piercer“ HS-Tube
The "Wave Piercer" high-speed
tube transforms the Takacat into
a trimaran, speeds up the planing
phase and eliminates ventilation
on the propeller.
Permatrim-Hydrofoil
Hydrofoil plate for outboard
engines and Z-drives which
significantly improves the
performance characteristics and
the handling of boats from 4 to
300PS.

Pack size: 120 x 45 x 30cm (L/W/H) – 18/24Kg
© TAKACAT GmbH - Germany

